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Mouse TV

It’s orange, has big eyes and six whiskers: that’s Mouse, the cartoon character which “hosts” 
the television series Mouse TV. But this is no ordinary mouse. It can do things no other mouse 
could even dream of: it uses its whiskers as a propeller; it can turn its tail into a corkscrew; and 
in the morning it flips open its tummy to switch off the built-in alarm clock. Mouse springs one 
surprise after another.

With Mouse, everything is different – and anything is possible. In the Mouse spots it presents 
and links the various funny stories and informative sections, turning what we are used to 
upside down and creating a world of its own. The little blue elephant is always part of the scene. 
As it makes its way through life – often rather clumsily – it is helped out of a fix time and again 
by Mouse. Together they make a great team, coping with a wide range of different situations in 
a fun-filled way.

The informative sections shed light on many of the major and minor secrets of our world. 
Questions which interest children all over the world are answered in short documentaries. How 
does the Internet work? How do you build an aircraft? Who controls river traffic? And how do 
you bake bread in the desert? Everyday situations are explained to viewers of all ages in fascina-
ting pictures and through an easy-to-understand approach.

Naturally, Mouse and Elephant don’t run the show all on their own. They’ve got a lot of friends 
who help them. Sympathetic characters from successful European animated series – from tales 
by Janosch and those involving the Little Mole – ensure amusing and delightful entertainment.

The main characters in Mouse TV also include numerous animals – like Wamba the racoon and 
Alexander the stork. How dangerous are sharks? How fast can a cheetah run? And how does a 
guide dog do its work? These and other questions are answered in exciting animal reports.

With this captivating blend of entertainment and interesting information, Mouse presents 
what for years now has been Germany’s most popular children’s programme. Something for 
the whole family, Mouse TV has won numerous national and international awards.


